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By 2030 over 2 billion jobs will not 
exist anymore, which is about 50% of 
all jobs on the planet. 



Innovation is the new currency

“Two guys in a Starbucks can 
have access to the same 
computing power as a Fortune 
500 company.”  

Jim Deters 

Founder, Galvanize



The next  billion 
dollar idea starts 

with a single 
developer.

That developer 
starts with a single 

line of code
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KEY AREA TO EXPLORE IN COGNITIVE ERA

Natural Language Processing & Reasoning & Natural Language 
Generation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bMXPyKYY0u8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bMXPyKYY0u8


Machine Vision 

KEY AREA TO EXPLORE IN COGNITIVE ERA



Machine Vision - turn picture into description



Acoustic Analytics

KEY AREA TO EXPLORE IN COGNITIVE ERA



ROBOT WITH DEEP LEARNING

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jkaRO8J_1XI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jkaRO8J_1XI


An open platform-as-a-service (PaaS). The system supports 
multiple frameworks, multiple application infrastructure services 
and deployment to multiple clouds.

What’s Cloud Foundry?
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What is Bluemix? How it works?

Flexible Compute Options to Run Apps / Services
Instant Runtimes Containers Virtual Machines

Platform Deployment Options that Meet Your Workload Requirements 

Bluemix  
Public

Bluemix  
Dedicated

Bluemix  
Local*

DevOps 
Tooling Your Own Hosted Apps / Services

Integration and 
API Mgmt

Powered by IBM SoftLayer

+ + +

+ +

Catalog of Services that Extend Apps’ Functionality

Web Data Mobile AnalyticsCognitive IoT Security Yours

+

• Dallas (US) 
• London(UK) 
• Beijing(CN) *

Amsterdam, Dallas, Frankfurt, Hong Kong, 
Houston, London, Melbourne, Milan, Montreal, 
Paris, Querétaro, San Jose, Sao Paulo, Seattle, 
Singapore, Sydney, Tokyo, Toronto,  Washington 

You Data Center

IBM IBMOpen Source Open Source Third Party Third Party Open Source



Create apps quickly with prebuilt services
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• Runtimes, services, and tooling up 
to you

Choice

Industry Leading IBM Capabilities
• Services leveraging the depth of 

IBM software

• Full range of capabilities

Completeness
• Open source platform and services

• Third party to enable key use cases

Security 
Services

Web and 
application 

services

Cloud 
Integration 
Services

Mobile 
Services

Database 
services

Big Data 
services

Internet of 
Things 

Services

Watson 
Services

DevOps 
Services

A full range of capabilities to suit any great idea.



BlueMix UI – Dashboard
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BlueMix UI – Catalog
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Runtimes in the BlueMix represent different buildpacks that are provided. 
Each runtime is an application with a starter application code deployed, and a 
starter application is a template so that you can use it directly with the 
existing buildpack from BlueMix user interface.  

App Runtimes 
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A service is a piece of code that BlueMix hosts. And the service offers a piece 
of functionality for applications to use. BlueMix provides a set of predefined 
services that can you can use directly

Services 
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IBM DevOps Services
• DevOps Solution in the cloud for 

building mobile and cloud 
applications 

• Optimized for use with BlueMix  
• Integrated task tracking, agile 

planning, source control with auto 
deploy 

• Use your favorite tools or work 
from the Web IDE 

• Hosted Jazz SCM or Git or link to 
GitHub 

• Public and private projects 
• Continuous Integration and 

Deployment with Jenkins 
• Mobile quality and application 

performance monitoring (coming)
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Watson  vs. 

&
Q&A Watson

Omni-Channel

Watson Enabled Cognitive Computing 



IBM DevOps Services
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Personality Insights

What is it? 
Improved understanding of people's preferences to help engage users 

on their own terms 

How does it work? 
The IBM Watson Personality Insights service uses linguistic analytics to 
extract cognitive and social characteristics, including Big Five, Values, 
and Needs, from communications that the user makes available, such as 
email, text messages, tweets, forum posts, and more. By deriving 
cognitive and social preferences, the service helps users to understand, 
connect to, and communicate with other people on a more personalized 
level.  

Use Cases- 
The service can analyze text based on a customer’s twitter stream to 

help a travel agency decide between leading with a budget or luxury 

trip offer 

Anywhere improving a customer engagement can help create an 

organization differentiate itself. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Five_personality_traits
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Personality Insights 應用
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Speech to Text
What is it? 
Automatic recognition of the words that are being spoken in 

a live audio stream, and presents the highest-scoring textual 

representation of that message. 

How does it work? 
In addition to converting a raw audio signal into a best-guess 

of the words that are being spoken, intelligence about the 

relevant grammar / how language is used within a specific 

context is incorporated to generate a more accurate 

transcription.  

Example Use Cases 
• A new integration paradigm for mobile apps. 
• Voice-control of applications / embedded devices.  
• Transcription of meetings and conference calls. Dictation 

of emails.  
• Critical building block for “Speech-to-Speech” translation.

© 2015 International Business Machines Corporation 15
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Text to Speech
What is it? 
Generates an audio file that has a verbal representation of the 

input text – complete with appropriate cadence and intonation, 

and, in the future, the ability to customize the pronunciation 

of specific words.  

How does it work? 
Generates an audio file that has a verbal representation of the 

input text – complete with appropriate cadence and intonation. 

Example Use Cases 
• Enable a new interaction paradigm for mobile apps. 
• Assistance tools for the vision-impaired.  
• Read texts / emails aloud.  
• Critical building block for enable “Speech-to-Speech 

Translation”

© 2015 International Business Machines Corporation 17
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Natural Language Classifier

What is it? 
Natural Language Classifier service uses machine learning algorithms which can help your application understand 

the language of short texts and make predictions about how to handle them. 

How does it work? 
The Natural Language Classifier analyzes a string of text and assigns predefined categories to it by applying deep learning 
technology. Deep learning is a relatively recent set of approaches that use algorithms with similarities to the way the human brain 
works. Deep Learning algorithms offer state of the art approaches in image and speech recognition, and the Natural Language 
Classifier now applies them to text classification.  

Use Cases- 
▪ Classify tweets into a set of classes, such as events, news, or opinions. 
▪ Analyze text messages into categories, such as Personal, Work, or Promotions. 
▪ Sentiment analysis on text from social media or other sources and identify whether it relates positively or negatively to an 

offering or service.
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Natural Language Classifier
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Tradeoff Analytics
What is it? 
Helps make better choices under multiple conflicting goals. 
Combines smart visualizations and analytical recommendations 
for tradeoff exploration. 

  
How does it work? 
Tradeoff Analytics helps people make better choices when 
multiple conflicting goals come into play. Tradeoff Analytics 
uses Pareto filtering techniques in order to surface out only the 
optimal alternatives across multiple criteria. It then help the 
decision maker analyze the tradeoffs within the optimal set of 
alternatives helping them select the option that best meets 
their preferences and priorities. 

Use Cases 
• Wealth management using the technology to help choose 

mutual funds

© 2015 International Business Machines Corporation 27
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Tradeoff Analytics 
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Visual Recognition  

What is it? 
Understand the contents of images. Trainable for 

custom content. 

How does it work? 
Visual Recognition allows users to understand the 

contents of an image or video frame, answering the 

question: “What is in this image?” Submit an image, and 

the service returns scores for relevant classifiers 

representing things such as objects, events and 

settings.  

Use Cases- 
▪You can organize image libraries, understand an 

individual image. 
▪ Train the robot to know image sense 
▪Doors Security & Web Cam Application

Demo :
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Watson Conversation

combines a number of 
cognitive techniques to help 
you build and train a bot - 
defining intents and entities 
and crafting dialog to simulate 
conversation.
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Watson Conversation ( Live Demo )



IBM Bluemix IOT
Instrument – Interconnect - Intelligent



IBM Bluemix IOT



IOT Recipe Catalog



Connect and view the data





DEMO TIME
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Useful links

▪ IBM cloud marketplace 
http://www.ibm.com/cloud 

▪ IBM BlueMix 
https://ace.ng.bluemix.net/ 

▪ IBM BlueMix introduction 
https://www.ibmdw.net/bluemix/docs/about/ 

▪Getting started with BlueMix and JazzHub 
https://hub.jazz.net/tutorials/jazzeditor 
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